
The goal of this hands-on is to reduce the need for manually handling data and handing that
task over to the computer. This implies that we learn how to:

1. write a script (first section of the hands-on)
2. write a loop to process the data (second section)

This will help make sure that our code is reproducible, that it is failsafe against copy-paste
typo, faster, etc.

This is probably best done as a group exercise.

When you interact with the terminal, you type in instructions one after the other, e.g.

cd /proj/snic2022-23-479/delhomme
mkdir -p fastqc

and the computer execute them sequentially. If we save these commands into a file, then we
have a script. If we execute that script it is going to execute the command sequentially, as
would happen when you type them manually on the command line.

Let us create our first script

echo 'echo "hello"' > myscript.sh

This create a file called myscript.sh  that contains the command echo "hello"

That script is written in the language bash . For the computer to be able to interpret it, we
need to tell it the right interpreter to use ( bash  in that case). The following will run our
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script:

bash myscript.sh

And here you are, you have created and executed your first script.

The goal is to write a script that encapsulate sortmerna  in a script, to address one of the
tool "shortcomings" namely that:

1. The tool creates a unique directory to store the results, hence running it multiple times
will results in us overwriting our data.

The script will need to:

1. run sortmerna
2. out of one of its arguments (that will be the path of the forward and reverse sequencing

files), find a unique prefix to identify the samples e.g. out of
/proj/snic2022-23-479/share/day1/raw/P11562_110_subset_1.fq.gz ,

we want P11562_110_subset

3. rename the result files (the log, fwd and rev file) and move them from the default out

directory

Using the following, create your own script

1. A script is a file. To create a file, you can use the nano  editor. Simply type
nano sortmerna.sh  to open a sortmerna.sh  file. To save, press Ctl  and
o  and follow the instructions. When you want to exit press Ctl  and x  and follow

the instructions. The first line of our script has to be #!/bin/bash . This tells the
computer which "interpreter" to used to read the file.

2. Our script will take 2 arguments, the file path of the forward and reverse files. These in
the script will be represented by the variables $1  and $2

3. Of course we want to run sortmerna

4. a variable is created using an assignment =  For example,
sample=$(basename ${1/_1.fq.gz/})

Here, basename  is a function that returns the filename without the path. $1  is the
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first argument (see 2. above). ${1/_1.fq.gz/}  is a contruct that applies a
substitution. In the content of $1 , it replaces _1.fq.gz  by (nothing). It replaces
what follows the first /  by what follows the second / . Finally the $(....)

construct surrounding the whole expression, executes the command and capture its
output. The =  assigns it to sample  which is now our variable.

5. In our example, sortmerna  uses the sortmerna  workdir and writes the results in
sortmerna/out . To rename a file, one can simply mv  (move) the file. e.g.
mv sortmerna/out/aligned.log ${sample}-aligned.log  Note that I

encased out variable sample  in {}  to avoid the shell (the command line
environment) to look for $sample-aligned as a variable. The shell is aware that .  is
commonly used for extension, so $sample.log  would be the equivalent of
${sample}.log  but using the {}  is good practice nonetheless.

With these info, write up your script!

I twisted a bit the solution; I added a few tests to check that we get 2 arguments and that
these are existing files. I needed to add an additional cleanup step to remove some data left
from a previous run that prevented a new run. Last bit, I used set -eu  to ensure that the
script stop on error and does not use unexisting variables.

Note: Copying the code below into the online terminal breaks the lining up of the lines. It is
important to correct it - make sure it is as in the block below!
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#!/bin/bash
set -eu

if [ $# -ne 2 ]; then
    echo "this scripts expects 2 arguments"
    exit 1
fi

if [ ! -f $1 ]; then
    echo "the forward file does not exist"
    exit 1
fi

if [ ! -f $2 ]; then
    echo "the forward file does not exist"
    exit 1
fi

sample=$(basename ${1/_1.fq.gz/})

if [ -d sortmerna/kvdb ]; then
    rm -rf sortmerna/kvdb/*
fi

sortmerna \
--ref $SORTMERNA_DBS/rRNA_databases/smr_v4.3_fast_db.fasta \
--idx-dir $SORTMERNA_DBS/index/ \
--reads $1 \
--reads $2 \
--workdir sortmerna --fastx \
--other sortmerna/$sample \
--paired_in --threads 8 --out2

mv sortmerna/out/aligned.log sortmerna/${sample}-aligned.log

Then I made the script executable:

chmod +x sortmerna.sh

We now have a script sortmerna.sh  that take as input a forward and reverse fastq file
from a sample. Still this would require us to write and modify as many commands as we
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have samples. To ease this process, we could use an iterative construct, called a loop  in
computing jargon, that will process all samples in a single command

A loop is a programming construct that iterates over a list of files. The grammar for a for

in bash  is as follow:

for variable in list; do
    instructions
done

In our case, we want to iterate over all raw samples in
/proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day1/raw . A caveat is that a sample ==  2 files.

1. variable  is arbitrary, let us call it fwd

2. the list should be all the forward files in the raw  directory. To construct a list, we can
use the powerful find  command:
find /proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day1/raw -name "*_1.fq.gz . We

can use the $()  construct to capture the output of that command as our list

3. We can construst using the variable substitution ${//}  the reverse file name from
the forward.

4. As for the instruction , we want to run our script, this is as easy as
./sortmerna.sh $fwd ${fwd/_1.fq.gz/_2.fq.gz}

Write it. Run it.

Do the same for trimmommatic

for fwd in $(find /proj/snic2022-23-479/share/Day1/raw -name "*_1.fq.gz"); do
./sortmerna.sh $fwd ${fwd/_1.fq.gz/_2.fq.gz}
done
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Very imaginatively called trimmomatic.sh

#!/bin/bash
set -eu

if [ $# -ne 2 ]; then
    echo "this scripts expects 2 arguments"
    exit 1
fi

if [ ! -f $1 ]; then
    echo "the forward file does not exist"
    exit 1
fi

if [ ! -f $2 ]; then
    echo "the forward file does not exist"
    exit 1
fi

sample=$(basename ${1/_1.fq.gz/})

trimmomatic PE -threads 8 -summary trimmomatic/summary.log \
$1 $2 \
trimmomatic/${sample}_trimmomatic_1.fq.gz \
trimmomatic/${sample}_unaligned_1.fq.gz \
trimmomatic/${sample}_trimmomatic_2.fq.gz \
trimmomatic/${sample}_unaligned_2.fq.gz \
ILLUMINACLIP:$TRIMMOMATIC_ROOT/adapters/TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10:2:True \
SLIDINGWINDOW:5:20 MINLEN:50

for fwd in $(find /proj/snic2022-23-479/delhomme/sortmerna -name "*_1.fq.gz"); do
./trimmomatic.sh $fwd ${fwd/_1.fq.gz/_2.fq.gz}
done

loop


